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Little noticed in the Western media, the United Nations Conference in Support of
the Peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia, held in Maputo, Mozambique from May 16 to 21"
1977, may have marked a turning-point in the histo:r.v of southern Africa. Attended
by representatives of 93 nations plus nationalist leaders of Zimbabwe and Namibia,
the event underscored the now formidable world support for liberation in southern
Africa.

We of the AFSC Southern Africa Program are pleased to share with you some exclusive
reports on the Conference, and the words of leading figures in it. Martha Honey,
a former AFSC staff person, now a journalist resident in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,

: went.~-to "Maputo on our behalf. She interviewed a number of the key figures and
recorded some of the major speeches and news conferences. She and her husband Tony
Avirgan collaborated in writing a number of the dispatches attached here.

In a letter to us after the conference ended, Martha wrote the following:

I found the conference most exciting. There were some excellent speeches
-- Machel, Rarnphal, Manley, Mugabe, Palme. I feel I got to know the lib
eration movement people much better and am increasingly impressed with
Mugabe. He is intelligent and thoughtful, seems to clearly understand U.S.
policy and has a vision for building a socialist state after independence.

- ***
In contrast with Mugabe, Sam Nujomo seems less clear ideologically -- a pure
nationalist without much sense of the type of independent Namibia they will
try to build. I also found the conference very educational for under-
standing better Andrew Young's outlook. He really tried to sell himself as
a sort of comrade in the struggle, failing to recognize that in the eyes of
the liberation people and the progressive Africans he is simply a representative
of the greatest imperialist country. His remarks were both naive -- lacking
an historical understanding of the southern Africa struggles -- and racialist -
claiming expertise because he is black.

We think you will find the attached reports revealing of the aspira~lons and fears
of some of the important leaders in the southern Africap struggle. Featured are:
- Summary Report, and article intended for the Washington Star

- Excerpts from Amb. Jndrew Young' "Addre~s to the 14'.aputo Conference

- Robert Mugabe Press Conference (comments on Andrew Young's address)
- Robert Mugabe Speech to the~uto Conference

- Exclusive Interview with Robert Mugabe in Dar es Salaam before the Conference
- Exclusive Interview with Bishop Abel Muzorewa in Dar es Salaam

- Sam Nujoma Press Conference
- Exclusive Interview with Hidipo Hamutenya of SWAPO
- Excerpts from Pres. Samora Machel Speech to the Maputo Conference
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The following dispatch was written by Martha Honey, AFSC special correspondent at
the United Nations-sponsored International Conference in support of the peoples of
Zimbabwe and Namibia, held in Maputo, Mozambique May 16 to 21, 1977.

Report on U.N. Conference in Support of the People
of Zimbabwe and Namibia
Maputo, 16 - 20 May 1977

Results of Conference: The final two documents which were adopted by consensus are
a somewhat watered-down version of the original working paper. The agreed-upon program
of action calls on the UN and member nations to take a series of measures against the
white minority regimes in Rhodesia, Namibia and South Africa, including a blanket
economic embargo against Rhodesia, the outlawing of mercenary recrutiment and training; and
prevention of multinational corporations, in particular oil companies, from trading
with Rhodesia. The political declaration calls on the UN and member states to increase
aid to the liberation movements in Rhodesia and Namibia. The only new mandatory
sanctions are the arms embargo against South Africa. The 5 western Security Council
members did not endorse the documents.

The drafting committee, called the Committee of the Whole, had worked hard all
week, under the Chairmanship of Tanzanian Ambassador Salim Salim, to produce a final
version which could be accepted unanimously. But Ambassador Andrew Young made it
clear early in the week that he would not endorse "blanket sanctions" and would only
consider endorsing very limited sanctions aimed at achieving specific limited ends.
When a version emerged from Committee late in the week Young said the U. S. could
not accept it and mentioned specifically that the call to apply Article 41 of the UN
Charter was against US law. Article 41 calls for tele-communicaticns sanctions.

Representatives of SWAPO and the Patriotic Front however have told me they are
pleased with the outcome of the conference. It was attended by 93 nations and they
feel now a majority of the nations are clearly committed to supporting the liberation
movements either with military or humanitarian aid and to isolating the white-ruled
states of Southern Africa. Both movements seem optimistic that independence and majority
rule will come within a year or so.

Prospects for Peaceful Settlements: The nationalist forces contend that they have
always been willing to have a peaceful settlement and that at some point independence
and majority rule will be decided through negotiations. They say that their demands
have always been consistent: in the case of SWAPO, that the UN assume its full
re~ponsibility and that Vorster withdraw his troops from Namibia and release all
political prisoners prior to elections: in the case of Zimbabwe, that the British
assume their colonial responsibility and guarantee the transfer df power to the
majority. The one change in the Patriotic Front's position is that now they say they
are the sole representative of the people of Zimbabwe since they represent the fighting
force. They therefore are not willing to sit down at a Geneva-type conference where
Muzorewa and Sithole are equally represented. They say these two are now "irrelevant
characters" and can be invited to join the British team, along with- Smith, if the
British wish.

Both SWAPO and the Patriotic Front say that it is the armed struggle and not
western pressure or initiatives which make the prospects for a peaceful settlement
better each day.
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Western Initiatives:Both SWAPO and the Patriotic Front continue to be skeptical of
western initiatives. Sam Nujomo of SWAPO described the initiatives by the five
western Security Council members as an "attempt to bail South Africa out of her
predicament in Namibia. 1I SWAPO was especially angered that representatives of the
5 countries visited Namibia, a clear violation of UN Resolutions calling for no
dealings with Namibia. SWAPO says they are~not opposed to western efforts as long
as they are conducted in the. framework of UN Resolutions. However they fear that the
current initiatives are an attempt to usurp the power of the UN and establish a
pro-western regime. The Patriotic Front is wary of US involvement in Zimbabwe
negotiations. They are opposed to the US co-chairing or having any role in consti
tutional talks. As Joseph Musika, Secretary General of ZAPO, said to me, IIOur memories
of Vietnam are still very fresh. We know how the US moved into Vietnam as the French
were withdrawing. We don't want to internationalize the situation in Zimbabwe. 1I

But again, as with SWAPO, they are willing to have the US apply pressure on Smith and
Vorster such as sanctions. It therefore seems that the current moves by the Special
Representatives of Britain and the US will have tough going. The Patriotic Front is
talking with the British Soecial Representative, but has already made clear it will
not accept any constitution drawn up by the Special Representatives. They say,
a constitution must be worked out at a constitutional conference, the principals
of which must be Britain and the Patriotic Front.

The Zimbabwe Development Fund: I talked with the British Ambassador to the UN 'James
MUrray and he emphasized the Fund is still in a preliminary stage and that it is simply
a carry over of the Kissinger plan, the aim of which is to pay whites to stay and to
II develop II an independent Zimbabwe economically. He conceded it would probably not
be operative if a settlement came through armed struggle. Using information from Chris
Root of Washington Office on Africa, I talked with Mugabe and other PF people. They
seemed vaguely aware- of the Fund, took the literature and said they would study it.
Mugabe said it shows the US has long term designs on Zimbabwe and that it appears to
be a sort of bribe to get them to accept the Anglo/American plan for a negotiated
settlement.

Reactions to Andrew Young: See attached article which Tony and I wrote for the
Washington Star. I think that pretty well covers it.



WASHINGTON STAR ARTICLE

MAPUTO - Ambassador Andrew Young, whose easy-going manner and "I'm here only to learn"
approach had won him friends ~d the Carter administration time - in an earlier visit
to Africa, got into tJ;'ouble here when he started speaking "as a 'fellow Black Man"
and tried to lecture Africans on how to go about winning their freedom.

Before he left town, Mozambican President Samora Machel had to ask him to refrain
from delivering any more "racist speeches" while in the country. Rhodesian and
Namibian Nationalist Leaders, who are heavily engaged in Guerrilla Warfare, said that
they resented having Young, an outsider, lecture them~ "He just doesn't understand the
history of our struggle" said Rhodesian nationalist leader Robert Mugabe.

During his speech to the "United Nations Conference in Support of the People of
Zimbabwe and Namibia" Young urged nationalists in Rhodesia and Namibia to abandon
the armed struggle, which has already claimed thousands of Black lives, and adopt
the non-violent tactics of the American Civil Rights Movement. Young called for Blacks
living under white minority rule in Southern Africa to engage in economic boycotts.
He said "The combination of (economic) pressures and incentives are more effective
than outright war."

Young dwelt heavily on the fact that he is Black and therefore understands the situation
of Africans living under white rule. He declared, "If we do an analysis of the racism
that we find pervading in southern Africa we find a phenomenon::'with which I am very
familiar, it's been part of my whole life - come to me with my mother's milk."
Throughout the speech Young referred to Machel, Mugabe and any other Black person as
"Brother".

$uch talk upset Machel, a staunch Marxist who sees all things in economic rather than
. racial terms. Since Machel's Frelimo party come to power in Mozambique two years ago

a vigorous and uncompromising campaign against both Black and White racism has been waged.

At a reception given by Machel Defore Young's speech, the Mozambican President took
the US Ambassador by the hand and patiently explained that progressive Africans did
not see the current conflicts in Southern Africa as race wars, but instead as struggles
against colonialism and economic exploitation and domination.

In his speech opening the conference, Machel drew a sharp distinction between settlers
who feel no loyalty to the country (ie. the enemy) and whites who feel a part of the
country along with the black and brown majority .

The MOzambican President was obviously distressed that none of this lesson on racism
seemed to have sunk in. Many other African delegates who heard Young's speech
iIIlIIlediately expressed surprise and callet it "racist".

According to MOzambican sources, following the speech Machel told Young, in no uncertain
terms, that such presentations are not welcome in Mozambique.

This reaction must have come as something of a surprise to Young, who had spent much of
his'spe.ech recounting the tactics and successes of the American Civil Rights Movement
in which he had played a key role. The message was that Blacks in America, using non
violent tactics, had indeed overcome and were now moving fully into the mainstream of
American Life. "The hands that used to pick cotton have now picked a President." he said.

Young said that instead of engaging in guerrilla warfare, Blacks in southern Africa should
take a lesson from their Afro-American Brothers. He said that if Blacks in Rhodesia
"Kept their money in their pockets" they would bring about change.



Washington Star Article ... continued

In one section of the speech, which many African found particularly insulting,
Young said that the American Civil Rights Movement had succeeded lIin spite of massive
violence ll used against it. Several delegates said that they felt the Ambassador lacked
a sense of perspective in comparing police clubs, tear gas and vigilante squads, brutal
as they were, with the full scale military operations resulting in scores of deaths
monthly,being used against Africans in Rhodesia and Namibia.

Immediately after Young finished speaking, Mugabe, a Lawyer, who heads the group
doing most of the fighting in Rhodesia, said that a comparison between the southern
Urrlted States and Rhodesia was lInot applicable. lI 11The US was an internal situation where
rights were guaranteed in the Constitution. Ours is a colonial situationll ; said Mugabe.

Mugabe told journalists, lIwe 've
Our people have been locked up.
stage up in the struggle. lI The
a laboratory for experiments. 11

tried those methods. We've tried passive resistance.
Our people·have been shot. We have now moved a

guerrilla leader added, 11no , we're not going to be

It was a reaction that could have been expected from the radical Mugabe. But even
close and moderate friends of Young like Nigerian Ambassador to the UN, Leslie Harriman
were put off by the speech. Harriman said he wasllvery dissappointedll . He said, lI one
could have hoped that Andy Y9l.ing would contribute to the Cont!erence and not lecture
us on civil rights. I would have listened 10 years with some patience. But instead
I listened today with considerable irritation. lI

Harriman's view appeared to be shared by the overwhelming majority of the delegates
from 93 countries who attended the conference. The speech was met with only polite
applause.

When Young visited Africa in February he promised that the Carter administration was
different than past American governments and for time to allow it to prove itself. He
promised quick repeal of Byrd Amendment under which the US was importing Rhodesian
chrome in violation of the UN trade sanctions and this he delivered on in short order.

But in Africans' eyes repeal of the Byrd Amendment, while welcomed, only brought the
. US to the point it should have been ten years ago.- In legislative compliance with the

UN Embargo. For many African delegates at Maputo the conference was to be a forum
for Western Countries, p~rticularly the US, to spell out the specifics of their
lINewll African Policies and layout concrete programs of action to help speed the way
to majority rule. They were disappointed.

Young's speech carried a strong theme that sounded as though it could have been lifted
from the utopian essay liThe Greening of America. lI He said that a lIRevolutionll has
taken place in America The result of the Civil Rights Movement 7 The Peace Movement,
Watergate, The Women's Liberation Movement and the Chicano Rights Movement. lIWhile
I respect your skepticism, there has been a Change in America ll , he said.

But Young refused to give .the specifics that Africans were waiting for. In the lITrust
me ll style of the Carter Administration Presidential Campaign, he said that the major
question is not about the specifics of the Carter Administration's African policies
but lI are our policies believable. 11

Mugabe said late, lIif they (the Americans) have any pressure to exercise, let them
exercise it from a distance. lI

The test for the Carter AdminiStration's 11New II African policy came as the conference
tried to put together resolutions for dealing with the problems of white minority
rule in southern Africa.



Washington Star Article ... continued
page three

From the start Young, in his honest and forthright style, made it clear that the
US would not support economic and communications boycotts against south Africa or
a mandatory arms embargo.

To Africans there was nothing "New" in this US position. It has been the same stand
taken by the US for more years than most African want to remember.

The Maputo conference marked a watershed for the Carter Administration's African
Policy. Young found out that he can no longer get away with a "trust me" or "give 119
time" theme. From now on Africans will no longer be impressed by statements of
intention. They are demanding concrete action.
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The following dispatch dated May 19, 1977, was written by Martha Honey, AFSC special
correspondent at the United Nations-sponsored International Conference in support of the
peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia, held in Maputo, MOzambique May 16 to 21, 1977.

ANDREW YOUNGIIS ADDRESS TO UN CONFERENCE: (excerpts)

I have a speech and you've been provided with copies of that speech. (see accompanying
speech)
I think essentially its a good speech and it expresses the hopes as well as the
policies of the USA. And yet the thing which I have heard here is not a desire for
more statement of policy. For I think you have heard from.. the US in many ways, that
there is a new interest in Africa and a new determination to work with you toward
majority rule. You have heard also from lithe gang of five ll as we're called, of the
work we're attempting to do together. And the question is not what are we doing,
what are the policies that we discuss. The question we face is how believable are
those policies. What right have you as Africans to believe that anything is any
different now than during the period when the Portuguese used the arms that were sent
as part of our NATO defense to oppress the people of Angola, Mozambique and Guinea
Buissau and Cap·e Verde. And so I would like to ... discuss the credibility of our
policies and why I think these policies represent something of a revolution in the
consciousness of the American people. And are not in fact Andy Young policies, nor
alone are they Jimmy Carter policies. But they are policies which have slowly and
gradually evolved from a revolution which has taken place throughout the US .

... traces revolution from Gandhi's influence in 1950's, to civil rights movement to
anti-war movement to Watergate to women's and Chicano's movement. Speaking of
non-violent civil rights movement: ) Even though we were a minority we were strong enough
to make the difference between profit and loss, in a situation where' the profit margin
is usually not more than 10 or 12 percent. And so in fact the non-cooperation with
the business community produced the concern for change because they realized that
without our participation they would be without profit. And so it was in fact many
of the multinational cooporations which we've mal-igned that we first gained our
first impetus for freedom and support. Long before our Congress, even before our
Supreme Court. And certainly before we had a President that cared anything about Black
Americans •.. (re Carter's election) The hands that used to pick the cotton had now picked
a President. And that is a substantial revolutionary change. When you realize that only
12 years ago most of them could not vote at all ...

(Anti-war movement) radically reformed America's foreign policy and brought about a new
approach to the problems we face everywhere in the world ...

We are not immune to the struggles which Africa faces for we have known those struggles
ourselves and somehow we have been able to come through them. .And it is because of this
that you see a determination on the part of this Administration to bring about changes
around the world taht are consistent with the new spirit in .America that was brought on
in fact by a silent and non-violent revolution in our own country.

. .. /2
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(Traces Carter's background: all his childhood associations were black)

(Traces record of Mondale on CIA and black related issues)
He is the man who at this very moment is meeting with John Vorster. And I can't
think of another person that I would trust more in that confrontation, I can't
think of another person who would be more uncompromising about freedom and justice.
And yet I can't think of another person who would be more sensitive and humorous
and understanding and capable of disarming and perhaps defanging the PM of S. Africa.
And so I must confess that while I respect your skepticism and even your cynicism,
there is a change in America that makes me extremely hopeful about the proceedings
that are going on here and the continued role of the USA in them... (There is) a
new and coordinated and welcome policy towards Africa, that is now emerging in the
Carter administration. And so I would say to you that while you must be true to
your struggle, that you will respect us when we say that we must be true to our own
experience. There have been different experiences, and in some senses they may not .
be applicable. But I think •. if we do an analysis of the racism that is pervasive in
Southern Africa we find a phenomenon with which I am very familiar and which doesn't
frighten me at all. For its been a part of my whole life - come to me with my mother's
milk. And so the struggle that I sense here is a struggle that brings tears to my eyes ..
History of freedom in Africa has not just been a history of freedom through armed struggle.
The majority of the nations of Africa achieved their independence through negotiated
settlement. And where there was a possibility of negotiated settlement, the nations
moved much more rapidly in their development. And so for Africa's sake I think
whenever there is the possibility of a negotiated settlement, whenever the pressures
and forces can be brought to bear to bring about majority rule and justice without massive
destruction of person and property, I think the history of Africa say.s that is to be
preferred. And its then negotiated settlements have been totally refuted and rejected
that armed struggle becomes inevitable... When one resorts to armed struggle ones l~

adversary becomes a force with which one seeks to reconcile ones' differences. Indeed
it may be difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile the differences which exist in
Zimbabwe and Namibia, but with the pressures at hand, with the economic force, with the
moral force, and With the threat of e20nomic isolation which occurred in the kind of
remarks which came from the western members of the Security Council, I dare say
we are faced with a power which is indeed superior to military power. For I dare
say that even with a mandatory arms embargo it would be difficult to mount the kind
of power to deal with the problems of this area strictly through military means.

(Calls for internal economic resistance) And yet in the whole struggle for economic
change one finds that quite often blanket

sanctions do not produce the desired result. But somehow a combination of pressures and
incentives for change can prove more effective ... And so I would say that those of us
who are committed to negotiated settlement, should be respected for the tactics we
attempt to utilize. The power that confronts southern Africa is not only western
power, its also African economic development emerging in the states of Nigeria and
Ivory Coast and Liberia and Gabon and Angola and Mozambique and many many others ...
And so I think in the challenge of development we will find a common ground which will
inevitably engulf the entire continent and its based on some of those common economic
assumptions that I hold such great hope for change in Southern Africa. For its very
hard to segregate ones economy.. Even in Zimbabwe ... there is enough wealth so that if
every black citizen in Zimbabwe did not purchase anything but food. and for another 3 or
6 months it would bring an impact on the Smith regime equal to that of the armed
struggle. The very small merchants from which Smith derives his support would begin
to feel the power of the people not doing anything but not doing something. We found
that even with the most conservative blacks in America, those who we couldn't get
to come to a meeting about freedom, even though we couldn't get them to do anything, we
could get them to do nothing. And when we got them to agree to do the same nothing,
namely keeping their money in their pockets they impacted on the economy in a way that 
could not be ignored. I would say to you, don't neglect the weapons of the economic
arsenal that are at your disposal.
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The following dispatch dated May 19, 1977, was written by Martha Honey, AFSC special
correspondent at the United Nations-sponsored International Conference in support of the
peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia, held in Maputo, Mozambique May 16 to 21, 1977.

ROBERT MUGABE PRESS CONFERENCE
(Following Address by Andrew Young to Conference)

What Mr. Young said was totally irrelevant to Zimbabwe.
Theirs was an internal situation with rights guaranteed in the constitution. Ours
is a colonial situation. There is no comparison. The two situations are completely
different. Thei:rs was an internal struggle. Ours is an external struggle.

No I don't see any change in US policy. I don't see any at all. He's inviting us to
accept the administration as a completely new one. one which has undergone a revolution.
What revolution is there? They have to prove it. They haven't proved it. And they want
to come, you see, with this pretense that in fact they have undergone a revo~ution. And
so we must accept. No, we're not going to be a laboratory of experiments. If they have
any pressures to exercise, let them exercise them, from a distance. We do~'t object
to that. But interference in our internal affairs nada! (Portuguese for 'nothing doing?

We've got to be agreed on precedures. Who are the parties involved? Britain yes, as
the colonial power. The Patriotic Front, yes, as the representatives of the people.
Foreigners no, we don't want them.

Let Britain show us that there has been some change. Only last year at Geneva we
found that Britain was still in her old position where she was not able, not willing,
to cause change in our situation.

I don't see anYthing substantial in his (Young's) speech. He's talking of American
civil rights; we're concerned here with a colonial situation. where Britain, the colonial
power, has refused for years to grant the people of Zimbabwe their rights. And he's
saYing we should'use the same methods they used in the U.S. We have tried those methods.
We've tried passive resistance. Our people got locked up; our people got shot while
undertaking strikes and civil disobedience. We have moved a stage forward, a stage up
in the struggle. The armed struggle is the final form of. the struggle. We started with
all that he was talking about. We have had our own Soweto's. We are not going to go
back to Soweto. We are prepared to transfer power. We don't refuse to negotiate. As
I'm speaking with you we've already agreed to consult with the British~ We will listen
to them. If they have a certain position which amounts to a determination to transfer
power, fine, we will accept that position.
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The following dispatch dated May 16, 1977, was written by Martha Honey, AFSC special
correspondent at the United Nations-sponsored International Conference in support of the
peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia, held in Maputo, Nf.ozambique May 16 to 21, 1977.

ROBERT MUGABE 'S SPEECH TO UN CONFERENCE

I don't have speech; these are notes from speech...

Britain, U.S. and France advocate peace in Zimbabwe but refuse to impose means which
could bring down the regime. They could prevent recruitment of mercenaries and oil
companies from selling to Smith. "We are dedicated lovers of independence and peace"
and "only through the instrument of war is any peace possible in Zimbabwe" said Mugabe.
At the Geneva Conference we had hoped British government would take definite steps
to bring about transfer of power. Britain unashamedly confesses they lack the means to
bring down Smith. This in effect gives him another lease on life. The responsibility
is exclusively Britain r s not America's. Involvement of the US in Zimbabwe would
internationalize the situation. "We therefore categorically say, '~ (Portuguese
for 'nothing doing' ) to American involvement". Britain should not shift her colonial
responsibility onto America. If the current Anglo-American initiative is to see
the light of day, the following points must be accepted:

1. Geneva is dead and its ground rules are also dead, so we must have new
ground rules and participants must recognize war has escalated.

2. The two bodies to talks must be Britain and Patriotic Fnont. Only the
waring parties must dome to agreement and any constitutional or peace
conference must always only involve the waring parties.

3. There must be an unqualified transfer of power.

4. Britain must be willing to implement any agreement which is reached.

We view the liberation struggle as a dynamic process for transforming Zimbabwe.

Patriotic Front calls on the UN to:

a. IntensiTY assistance to Zimbabwe refugees and Patriotic Fro~t~

b. Condemn massacres of missionsaries and other civilians, and the herding
of civilians into camps, mass arrests and detention.

e. Condemn Vorster for assisting Smith.
d. Condemn Britain for inability to bring about a settlement.
e. Condemn western powers which continue to collaborate with Smith, in

particular the French for training Mirage pilots; also to condemn
western oil monopolies for grossly ignoring UN sanctions.
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The following dispatch was written by Martha Honey, AFSC special correspondent at the
United Nations-sponsored International Conference in support of the peoples of Zimbabwe
and Namibia, held in Maputo, Mozambique May 16 to 21, 1977.

Interview with Robert MUgabe,
Patriotic Front and ZANU:

14/5/77

(Dar es Salaam on eve of MUgabe r s departure for U.N. Conference)

1. What do you expect out of the U.N. Conference?
- We hope that after the Conference, international attention will be more clearly

focused on Zimbabwe and Namibia than has been the case to date. We also hope
discussions will relate to matters directly relevant to us, namely, how assis
tance can be given to armed struggle and towards needs in our camps. Thirdly,
we hope the Conference will generate greater interest on the part of those who
have hitherto sided with the reactionary forces of Smith and Vorster and enable them
to see the situation much more objectively so they can desist from lending assis
tance to Smith. I am referring to the fact that Smith is using just now American,
British, and French arms. It is known that his pilots are being trained in the use
of Mirages and this is taking place in South Africa. So France, we hope, will after
this be a more enlightened country.

2. What role would you like to see the U.S. playing in the future in Zimbabwe?
- We are not quite happy about the U.S. They resisted the making of sanctions

comprehensive, they have been trading with the enemy, and in the U.N., I think in
1969, they cast their first. veto ever in history against the making of sanctions
comprehensive • At the present moment, it is their companies which are operating in
the country. They exploit mines and most of the profits that are reaped there
go to Washington. Now we have noted some slight change over the previous posture.
The present administration has repealed the Byrd Amendment. But the repeal of
the Byrd Amendment doesn't b~ing anything new to the political situation where
the U.S. should have been much more astute. It only restores the U.S. to her
original position which is the position occupied by other states which have not
been trading with Rhodesia. We have a right to detei'mine our own future. We don r t
want interference from the U.S. or from any other source. But this does not of
course mean that we cannot be assisted by other countries. What we are objecting
to in this case is the involvement of the U.S. to the extent that they become
involved in our constitutional conference. Responsibility lies squarely on the
British. It is a matter which involves the decolonization of the territory. The
United States is not our colonizer. They are therefore not entitled to be as
fully involved in the process of constitution making as the British and ourselves.
But they should use whatever pressures they are capable of welding and pressurize
Vorster and Smith to comply with the will of the people of Zimbabwe and Namibia.
But we certainly object to the manipulation of our situation in such a way that the
U.S. gets a foothold in our country. And we know that their intention is to use

1
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whatever foothold is gained in our country to ward off Russia and the Eastern
countries. In other words, the U.S. is fighting its own global war in our own
territory. It is our fear, therefore, that the situation might be internationalized.

3. What is the reaction to Zimbabwe Development Fund?
- If the condition for granting the Fund are -thaf tlie settlement must come-"throUgh

negotiations at a constitutional conference and-ru;-t-th.ro"ugh victory, then if-is
obvious what the U.S. is aiming at. Why have we been fighting? We've been
fighting for independence and to get into position where we can transform the
society in accordance with our own principles. Now if the aims of Britain and
America are the same as ours, namely creating a situation in which the people of
Zimbabwe are possessed with the means of developing their own society, then I don't
see any reason why the U.S. should object to giving a grant or a loan to a
government which is a product of the war. It makes their intentions very suspicious.

4. What is the reaction to current .Anglo/American negotiating?
- I was talking with the current U.S. Ambassador and British High Commissioner here.

Apparently there has been set up a consultative committee which includes Americans
and is going to start its visit in the following week. We've made our views clear
with regard to the position being adopted by Dr. Owen. We cannot negotiate with
the Americans and the British forming a joint team. We cannot even discuss the
constitutional question with the Americans. But, we are prepared to talk with the
British and we'll listen to any new plans they have. If they assure us that they
are now prepared to transfer power in the full sense of the word, there is no reason
why we should not talk with them. But we want to make it clear to Dr. Owen that
full power must be transferred to us and by this we mean not just a predominance
of Africans in a constitutional "conference or in any Parliament which might be
established, but the control of the a:rmy by the Africans. Smith' s forces must be
demobilized in accordance with our wishes, and 01r own guerrilla forces substituted.
If this is the view, well, we're prepared to listen to them. But if the view
is contrary to this principle, then we are not prepared to discuss anything with
the British.

5. Is the Patriotic Front willing to participate in discussions with other
nationalists, namely Muzorewa and Sithole?

- No, we are not prepared to have irrelevant characters included. The people of
Zimbabwe are adequately represented by the Patriotic Front. We are the only ones
who are waging armed struggle. We represent the people of full force. Muzorewa and
Sithole are characters running around pretending that they are doing something about
the armed struggle but in fact they are doing absolutely nothing about the armed
struggle and they are fore irrelevant. I don't see any reason why we must be
forced to sit together with these characters. Apart from their being non-repre
sentative, they are reactionary. The holding of consultations is a different
matte~ but the question of a constitutional conference where Britain will want
everyone to be represented, that raises a number of sensitive issues for us. We
just cannot be made to recognize that Muzorewa and Sithole are in fact entitled to
sit as delegates any any constitutional conference. They have not contributed
to the armed struggle. ZANU and ZAPU are the only two forces which have contributed
to the armed struggle. I will not sit at a constitutional conference in my
capacity as Robert Mugabe; I'll sit there as a representative of ZANU which has
been doing something about the armed struggle. And we hope all other participants
will have this background.

6. What are the results of recent efforts to bring about military unity of ZANU and
ZAPU? Reports have been that this has not been going smoothly.

- You seem to be much more informed that I am. I haven't got any reports. But
we've laid the basis for formulation of programs for joint military training and
joint military operations. And we've left it entirely to a subcommittee
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to conclude the actual framework that is required. I hope I'll be given a report
in due course. Hitches there must be in a situation where people have operated
from different contexts for such a long time. I wouldn't expect the process to be
smooth, but we are detennined that unity will be achieved. I would like to make
it quite clear that what has been achieved so far is the mere visiting of camps
and the intention has been to assess the attitude of the cadres in the camps. The
camps in Mozambique have not yet been visited and I don't see how anyone at the
juncture can suggest 'that the process has not succeeded.

7. But as of this time, the ZANU and ZAPU forces are separate, and there has been
no integration of the military forces. Is that correct?

- Yes, since the disorganization of ZIPA, when ZAPU withdrew, we've been operating
from different camps. ZANU has been operating from Mozambique and ZAPU from
Zambia. That is the position.

8. Reports of struggle within ZIPA and certain leadership, including Mwachinura have
been detained. Could you comment on this.

- When was this? Did this happen in my absense? I've been away for the last three
weeks. Absolutely no dispute. It must be remembered that the military committee
of ZIPA was merely held in reigns for those who were detained in Zambia, the
more experienced commanders. Immediately they came and the process of integrating
the two started. And naturally, some juniors have lost positions. And the more
senior people have assumed the more senior roles. But several of the old command
are still around. Others have naturally been given other duties. None are in
detention. Why should we detain people?

9. You've recently said that operations are now taking place in two-thirds of the
country. At this rate, when do you anticipate- victory?

- Sooner than later. I can't give a date. Certainly if we go at this rate, Smith
will soon fall. I can't predict when. It's not a mathematical war; it;s a war
which has quite a number of imponderables. But over the last few months, we've
had a number of gains and we want to consolidate these. Smith' s forces are very
much demoralized. Many farms are being deserted. To give you one example, in an
area around Rusape, there used to be about thirty Afrikaner farms, twenty-three
have deserted the place and only seven remain. And we are fully effective in
two-thirds of the country. The emigration rate has also been running very high 
fifteen hundred left the country by the end of March. This rate, I think, will
continue. We hope, given the necessary reinforcements, we'll conclude the
struggle within a short period.

10. Bishop Lamont recently said if there was a general strike, Smith could be brought
down in one week. He said this has never been tried. Why hasn't this been tried?
Are there plans to try such a thing?

- This is where we ask our friends who sometimes support Muzorewa, what they think
about a situation where a man claims thousands and thousands of followers and has
never organized them into waging one single strike, into demonstrating effectively
against the regime. Let him carry off some acts, even pass'ive resistance if he's
a prayerful man, and does not want people to be unnecessarily shot. But at least
he can get them to sit down and pray, two days, three days, in the street. They
could avoid going to work. But, no, in fact he hasn't got the necessary support.
Well, as far as our own strategy, we felt that we should emphasize the armed
struggle first and foremost. Other secondary forms 'of struggle - the strikes and
demonstrations - they will take care of themselves. Already there is complete
desertation in some areas and we have neutralized operations in some areas, on
some farms. To us that's more effective than a strike which will expose people
to injury and death.
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11. Will there be civil war after independence?
Of course this is not true. We're just now engaging in an exercise to weld our
two forces together. We believe that this exercise is going to succeed. We
are determined to avoid any clashes between us now and tomorrow. So, I cannot see
us after coming together and working together for this long, engaging in a civil
war. What would the purpose b We have got to develop our country and raise
the living standards of our people. This will be our main concern and not personal
glory. We believe the question of who will lead the future Zimbabwe should be
determined by the people. As independence comes,there should be elections, or
elections should preceed independence. Once a leader has been elected or a party
given the rule, that decision must be respected by all organizations in the country.
This is what we look forward to. I don't think there will be any civil strife.

12. Do you favor the plan to have elections before granting of independence?
- I have no objection provided we are all agreed an interim government is created.

And this government will then lead the country to independence. This interim
government will work out the constitution. And also provide an electoral law
under which elections will be held just prior to independence. This is the sort of
procedure I don't object to. But the type of suggestion which Muzorewa is trying
to put across just now, that we should hold a referendum and chose a leader, that's
ridiculous in the extreme. It's senseless. There are priorities. We must be
correct here. The first priority is victory. We must first get the country.
After' we've got the country, then we can have elections. Muzorewa would like a
leader even before we're certain that leader is going to rule.
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The following interview dated May 17, 1977, was conducted by T. Avirgan and transmitted
to us by Martha Honey, AFSC special correspondent at the United Nations-sponsored
International Conference in support of the peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia, held in
Maputo, MOzambique May 16 to 21, 1977.

INTERVIEW WITH BISHOP ABEL MUZOREWA IN DAR ES SALAAM

(The Bishop didn I t go to the conference)

1. Why are you not going to the Maputo Conference?
- I'm being represented by Dr. Mutiti. He knows our case. I believe people by now

know our case and its not really necessary for me to go.

2. What do you hope the conference will accomplish?
- I hope it will come up with some revolutionary positi6n ..to pressure the imper

ialists and also work on ways to strengthen our liberation struggle.

3. Are you working with Western countries or Ian Smith to assure independent
government is moderate and pro- western?

- This is the first time I've heard I' m favored by Western countries. All along
I'd heard Nkomo was favored by the West. My stand is clear fiDom Geneva .. I demand
a government which is established by popular vote, one person, one vote. So I
don't see working with Western countries ANC's policy is that of non-alignment.
We don't want to be slaves of anyone. You can also have puppets of the East as
well as the West.

4. What kind of policy do you advocate for an independent Zimbabwe?
- I don't know policies of my rivals. My policy is pro-Zimbabwe; not pro-west/

I want to take the best from the West, from the East and from Africa.

5. How should land issues be handled in independent Zimbabwe?
- 5% live on t of the land and 95% live on the other half of the land. Obviously

that has to be overhauled. Thats all I can say for now without going into
details. I don't think at this stage its my business to go into details about
how it will be changed.

6. What about industry and commerce in independent Zimbabwe?
- At this stage-don't want to discuss it.

7. But by not talking about these issues aren't you just heightening fears of whites
in Zimbabwe?

- Well, I don't know. It may be so but thats the way I want to go about it. I've
got a platform for it and that's at a constitutional conference.

8. What are your reelings about increased US role in constitutional conference?
- There are only two parties - people of Zimbabwe and the British government.

people must be involved. If British government wants to ask some friends, I
no business telling them. But if US comes up with proposal like Kissinger

These
have
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its then my business to reject it. All we're interested in is that Britain
decolonize Rhodesia and who helps them thats their business.

9. The US is moving ahead with the Zimbabwe F1.IDd... What is your feeling?
- You mean there is a condition 1.IDder which we can use F1.IDd?

Our position is that all f1.IDds will have to be administered by new administration
of Zimbabwe. Only on that condition would I favor this FUnd. Neither Britain
nor the US has talked with me about a F1.IDd.

10. Armed struggle: ZIPA is waging most of it. Are you waiting out the armed struggle
and waiting to grab fruits of the struggle?

- The majority of the people who have gone out to fight have come from ANC.
From our grassroots organization which represents 95% of the people. All tribes
of Zimbabwe are fighting and the majority of them' have been recruited by ANC.
Not ZANU,. ZAPU or ZIPA. Therefore we have been participating in armed struggle.
There is no such thing as the Patriotic Front. These ZANU and ZAPU, and now
ZANU is going into pieces - one for Tongongara, one for Mugabe, one for Sithole.

11. You say you are recruiting people to go out of Zimbabwe to be trained as fighters.
But how much control do you have over them after, as you say, they are 'grabbed'
by ZANU or ZAPU? Do you have any control over the direction of the guerilla war?

- Well, I may not have direct control but I have indirect control. But I can't
ann01.IDce the form of 'indirect control' to the world. :Majority of the military
cadres are loyal to me.

12. Bishop Lamont recently said one thing which hasn't been tried is a general strike
which could bring down Smith in one week's time.

- We have examined that possibility, many many times. Theoretically this is correct.
But there are some problems which I can't go into at this time. It is impossible
to do that. For instance, one of the reasons is that you do have lots of men and
women in the street who are 1.IDemployed, and they've been h'tIDgry for a long time so
they are bound to jump over to that office for employment. And there are other
reasons which I'm not prepared to go into now.

13. Well, are there any alternatives to an intensified armed struggle?
- Unfortunately, and I repeat 1.IDfortunately, it is either war or peaceful

settlement. that's all,those two alternatives.

14. Well if those are the two alternatives, why not peaceful solution?
- We hope we can take a peaceful settlement. All it takes is god, well first of

all and common sense on the part of Mr. Smith to realize that to refuse to
settle is not getting anywhere except to lead the country to more destruction.
It takes only Mr. Smith to come to his senses. And then we'll have a conference
to work on the transfer of power. That's all.

15. Do you see any signs that Mr. Smith is coming to his senses?
Well I don't want to exaggerate it but we'll wait and see what he'll do at the next
conference, if we have one.

16. What is your attitude towards participation of current members of Mr. Smith's
government in the government of independent Zimbabwe?

- A lot depends on how whole thing is settled and what is said in Geneva. If its
a peaceful settlement there may be some people who are taken because everything
will be set up by elections. And if people elect some member of Smith's government
or him, why not. The whole thing depends on the ballot.

17. There have been troubles between you and other nationalist leaders. ~Vhat are the
prospects of civil war after independence?

... /3
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Well again, the whole thing depends on how we are going to settle the whole
thing. If we have elections people will declare who are the leaders. Then it will
be business of that government to defend itself and fight anyone who wants to
dismantle it. So its possible we could solve this thing withour any more fighting
if its done democratically.

(Later interview)
18. Prospects for negotiated settlement?

- Depends on goodwill of all people going to conference and on Smith. If he's
intranscient it makes negotiation impossible.

19. How much of impass is responsibility of West?
- I want to believe most of it lies on Smith. But a lot depends on the British

government. They don't want to use all the power which they have. They usually
tell me they don't have power but whenever there is some drastic resolution
against Smith in the UN they show up with this power and veto it. We want them to
use that power to pressurize Smith. They should say to Smith 'Look we're ready to
give independence to Zimbabwe' and if he doesn't want, throw him out.

20. Would you advocate using British military force?
- Well I don't want to go into that because British have told us over 11 years, they

a.r.en't willing to use force. But there are other pressures - economic, for instance.
If they go and agree with Vorster that Smith doesn't use any facilities in South
Africa, Smith couldn't last but a few weeks.

21. Could Vorster be brought to a position of imposing embargo on Rhodesia?
- He could and with time and pressure from Zimbabwe people themselves I believe that

South Africa may be forced to do that. There will be a time when it will ,be very
clear that whether Smith, Vorster and the British like it or not, the Africans are
going to go all the way with armed struggle. '

22. What is in South Africa's best interest is their being wise to hold on to Rhodesia?
There have ~een recent reports of increased military assistance to Smith.

- Well they may not realize it but they are tarnishing their image in Africa and
especially with Zimbabwe. They will go on record as havir~ prevented the people
of Zimbabwe from being free.

23. Vfuy are you so certain the guerrilla war succeed? Isn't it possible through proper
military tactics to defeat a guerrilla war?

- It's impossible. At this day and age in the world there is no one who can win
an immoral war. It is those who are on the right side who are going to win.

24. What is the role of US in all this?
Well we believe the US should take a more serious role and work with the British
in all this. To help transfer power to the majority. But I can't tell them how
they should do it. Definitely until very recently they've been on the side of
the minority. I don't know what is going to happen now. The fact that they con
tinued to buy chrome and all that is an indication they are on the side of the
IP..inority .

25. Has there been a change under the Carter Administration?
- There seems there is a ray of hope but we'll wait and see. They can demonstrate

their sincerity by their willingness to accept what the Slacks are demanding .

... /4
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26. Are people like Andrew Young being unrealistic when they talk about having a
a peaceful settlement now that the war is raging?

- I don't think so,.. From the very beginning the ANC has said we would have
preferred a peaceful settlement. But we discovered it was not coming about.
That's why the armed struggle was intensified. We've said that at point where
Mr. Smith accepts the ~eaceful demands we're asking for, that stops everything. But
in absense of his acceptance, the other alternative continues.

27. Smith said recently that Constitution for independent Zimbabwe should be drawn up
primarily by his administration with the help of the British. What do you say
to that?

- Well I think he is again starting his tricks. It should be the other way around.
We are sick and tired of having proposals all the time from the British and other

people and then we're asked to looK at them. It's high time we said "This is what
we want. Take it or leave it." We, being the nationalist.

28. You keep talking about a constitutional conference. Is there any possibility of
a conberence actually accuring now?

- Well why not? Since Geneva lots of things have been happening. Smith is being
beaten terribly so this time a Constitutional conference will succeed with Smith
changing his mind and accepting realities.

29. Is there any role for the US in a constitutional con~erence?

- Well I don't think so for the conference is mainly for the British and those
who are seeking their freedom, Britain is colonial power. But any help or
pressure frlOIIl Americans will be welcome. But if they are not helpful they
aren't welcome.

30. Is there a role for Ian Smith and his government in constitutional conference?
Well, I believe there is. He's holding power now and that's an element we must
face. So he'll have to be a t constitutional conference. If he's driven out militarily
then he'll just run out into the bush like a rabbit who is being chased by dogs.

31. There has been speculation that the British and Americans are thinking of putting
elections before constitutional talks and thereby solving this problem of who
represents the people. What do you feel about that?

- It sounds like they're coming to reality. That I believe is the most forward
looking way on Zimbabwe. This is what I've been saying. This is what people
in Zimbabwe have been telling me. There must be a national reverendum who will
elect one person. If that person is Smith, he becomes our leader; if its Nkomo,
Sithole, MUgabe, they become the leader. Then that person works out a transition
government with the British and drafts the constitution. This is what we want
and if that is what they are now coming to,. then they are accepting the most forward
looking way for Zimbabwe. There I s one advantage -- people of Zimbabwe will tell us
who are claiming the leadership who they want. Also it would be a transitional
government, a representative government and a government of national unity. We
say it shouldn't be ivinner take all. But all those who contest an election should
have representation in new government according to percentage they get in the
election. Is that not a most genuine and unifying proposal? I believe it is.

32. How would Bishop Muzorewa fair in such an election?
-Well I'm not running yet so I don't want to talk about it now. But we're putting
principle first.

33. Many people have said you are the most popular figure in Rhodesia. But at the
same time the war is going on and you are generally not the one who is thought of
as directly involved in the war. Do you think that as long as the war goes on
your popularity will deteriorate and the popularity of people like MUgabe will increase?

... /5
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I didn't join politics in order to seek popularity. Although I may be castigated
and rejected by external forces but majority of young men and women who go out to
do the fighting are ANC people.

34. You and your organization have been rejected by the Front Line States who have
been mandated by the OAU to oversee this struggle. Why did this happen?
Not quite correct to say I've been rejected by Front Line States. More correct
to say I've been rejected by Dr. Kaunda, not because he finds anything evil in
me but because he has his own choice, of his own personal friend of years who he'd
like to make the first President. of Zimbabwe, and that's Mr. Nkomo. All other
Front Line Presidents are trying to support their friend Dr. Kaunda. That's
exactly what it is it's just an emotional reason and not an objective reason at all.
That doesn't bother me - it would worry me to death if it were the people of
Zimbabwe who had rejected me. But even if they rejected me because I'm a democrat
at heart, I would say .fine.

35. What about the rest of the OAU?
Well you know how things work in Africa. A friend of so and so goes with his
friend. But majority of the people who are trying to be objective - and there
are many heads of state who are trying to be democratic and objective - and
to say IItime will come when people of Zimbabwe will select their own leadership.
Our Only business is to help them to defeat Smith. 1I There are quite a few of them
in the OAU. I'm pleased by that - we do have them that are supportiD~ not me,
but the cause of unity.

36. What is reason for increased US interest in Southern Africa?
- They have the same interest as all the other big powers in Zimbabwe. I believe

that is what's going on.

37. In an independent Zimbabwe what role is there for whites, particularly whites in
the current administration?

-All the whites who believe that blacks are human beings like them and want to
stay in the country and contribute to the welfare of the country, they are welcome
to stay. There are definitely some people, including some in Smith's government
who will on their own,run away as soon as the flag is down. Not that we'd be
chasing them but because their consciences will be bothering them. They will be
running away from their own conscience.

38. But hasn't the situation gone beyon~ that emotionally? Are blacks in the country
capable of accepting whites in the government? Hasn't the hatred gone so far both
ways that it's a problem?
It will be very difficult to have people who are butchering people - who are
committir~ atrosities against missionaries, etc. - to turn around and say they
are okay. People are able to distinguish their white friends and enemies. But
for armed forces we must be thinking about what has to be done. Will be difficult
for people to accept. So we'll have to think about it.

39. How much longer'til we see an independent Zimbabwe?
I believe that 1977 Christmas must be celebrated in a free Zimbabwe.
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The following dispatch was written by Martha Honey, AFSC special correspondent at the
United Nations-sponsored International Conference in support of the peo~ of Zimbabwe
and Namibia, held in Maputo, Mozambique May 16 to 21, 1977.

Sam Nujoma Press Conference:
17/5/77

We have no guarantee that the U.S. will support our demands. In order to achieve a
negotiated settlement far Namibia, first South Africa must release all political pri
soners, withdraw all its armed froces from Namibian soi~ and that parties to the
negotiated settlement will be SWAPO, U.N., and South Africa. So, if the U.S. can
evert pressure on South Africa to get on with other members of the U.N., certainly
we could be most grateful.

Elections would be after conditions for peaceful settlement have been created.

I had useful exploratory discussions with .Ambassador Young and his people.

Initiative by five Western envoys: SWAPO has no objection to U.N. member states in
their individual capacity or collectively to exert pressure on racist South Africa
to accept implementation of the resolutions on Namibia. However, we object to any
member states going to Namibia because this is in violation of the resolutions of the
General Assembly. We feel also, this is contrary to the advice to the International
Court of Justice.

In our judgment, the present moves by the five Western states are aimed at bailing
South Africa out of her political predicament in Namibia. In the context of U.N.
resolutions and International Court of Justice, the recent visit to Namibia by
represerntatives of five countries is a naked violation of current resolutions on
Namibia. The five are helping South Africa to consolidate her control over Namibia.
We are now saying the interim government will be replaced by a. central administrative
authority. It is not clear who will constitute this central admjnistrative authority 
whether it is the U.N. Council on Namibia, which is the legal authority, or whether
this is another maneuver by South Africa to keep its illegal occupation of Namibia -
we don't know. Therefore, we can only say that while our movement is not opposed to
initiatives by individual member states, certainly we object to the five Western
powers visiting Namibia.

Elections: It is a state of war in Namibia. Before elections can take place, conditions fo
for a negotiated settlement have to be created so the process for democratic elections
can take place. And in our view, before elections can take place, first of all, all
political prisoners must be released, all armed forces withdrawn (South African), and
the U.N. should be convener. Talks must come before elections. If South African troops
are withdrawn, we are certainly capable of taking over. We don't need foreign troops,
U.N. or otherwise.
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The following dispatch was written by Martha Honey, AFSC special correspondent at
the United Nations-sponsored International Conference in support of the peoples of
Zimbabwe and Namibia, held in Maputo, Mozambique May 16 to 21, 1977.

Interview with Hidipo Hamutenya,
member of SWlilO Central Committee

based in Lusaka, 20/5/77:

1. What has been SWlilO' s reaction to the Conference and in particular Mr. Young's
and Mr. Rowland's speeches?

___-_~lilO is satisfied with ~rocee~ in gElneral. ~ del~~~es ~ve spoken in
favor of implementation of relevant resolutions of the U.N. We aren't impressed
with speeches by Mr. Rowland and Mr. Young. We did not find anything particu
larly new or concrete in their speeches. All they've been able to emphasize is

___~he need for a negs>ti~t~d~ettlem~I!t, something we've all veen advocating for
quite a long time. But it_'s n~e!!oug!l. What's called for is concrete ste-p-s-
which the five powers now undertaking the initiative of bringing about a
negotiated settlement, can outline; so far they haven't outlined anything that
could convince anybody that they are about to take some steps which will make it
possible to reach a breakthrough for a negotiated settlement.

2. What has been the outcome of negotiations by five Western envoys?
- We were unable to find out what were the concessions made by Vorster. We were told

that Vorster has agreed to suspend all the maneuvers concerning the Turnhalle tribal
talks, but we're shocked again to find out that on the 17th of May, Vorster and his
puppets in the Turnhalle went ahead and organized what they call a referendum among
the white settlers in Namibia to vote in support of the interim government on the
basis of the Turnhalle draft constitution.

3. So it seems to you that Mr. Vorster is just proceeding with Turnhalle?
- That's the only conclusion one can draw from the referendum. .And also we are told

that yesterday the Turnhalle puppets are supposed to meet and to declare their
intention to go ahead with the Turnhalle government-as planned prior to the exercise
by the five Western powers. So, we're unconvinced and unmoved that Vorster has made
any concessions. We also heard from press reports that the five Western powers
had backed down on their demand that Vorster must withdraw his so-called security
forces from Namibia prior to any election. We don't see how our people can truly
and freely exercise their rights in any election with South African troops and
police present in Namibia. These are the instruments of repressions. They are
the forces which have been intimidating and brutalizing the Namibian people for
half a century.

4. What concessions must Vorster make before negotiations can get underway?
- Abandoning Turnhalle and removing troops are the two most important. South Africa

must also release all political prisoners whether on Robin's Island, or in jails or
concentration camps in Namibia or South Africa.
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S. What is SWAPO's estimate as to number of political prisoners?
- It is difficult to tell. It could be in the hundreds. There were those who were

arrested in the last few years during armed combat; we don't know where they are.
They simply disappeared in the course of the battle or undergmund activities.
We don't know how many have fallen the the battle and how many have been captured
alive. South Africa does not report the capture of our combatants. So we don't
have a concrete number, but we know it is several hundred.

6. What other moves would you like to see the U.S. and Britain take regarding Namibia?
- In essense Mr. Young said in his speech there should be more economic pressure

applied against South Africa and Rhodesia. He was more specific in urging the
people to refuse to buy all but the most specific goods. Now I'd have been more
impressed if Mr. Young had gone on to say that at a particular date, the U.S.,
Britain, France, and West Germany would definitely impose an economic embargo on
Rhodesia and South Africa. One can become very cYnical in finding Mr. Young
urging the people of Zimbabwe, who after all have got no money, to sacrifice more,
but he has nothing more to say about the multinational corporations which are
actually butressing the power of Vorster and Smith.
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Speech by the Pr~sident of the People's Republic

of Mozambique at the Formal opening of the

International Conference in Support of the Peoples

of Namibia and Zimbabwe.

Maputo, May 16, 1977

Comrades, leader3 of the liberation movements,

Your Excellencies, distinguished delegates,

On behalf of the Mozambic~n People and the Gevernment of the People's

Republic of Moz2nlbique, ~9 warmly welcome the distinguished delegates

and observers. We welcorie you to Maputo, a trench in the battle between

freedom and co~onial OPP~llscion, on the confrontation line between demo

cracy, human d:L~nity and ire monstrosity of racism. We welcome you to

Mozambique, a border betwL'n human rights and fascism.

After the defeat or Portuguese colonialism in Mozambique, Humanity was

able to,extend her liberated zone to the doors of South Africa, a

colonial and oppressive stronghold. This is a victory of our people's

just liberation war, this is a vi~tory of the cause of the United

Nations, a victory of the action of the Committee of 24, a victory of

your political and diplomatic battle for the implemention of the

historical resolution 1514 (XV).

Freedom and Peace are indivisiblo; the security of Nations and human

rights are inseparable, they are in the same compartment. The existence

of an atmosphere of war in Southorn Africa, the growing tension in this

region which threatens to involve the whole of humanity, is- the direct

result of colonialism and racism which still exist here. No country

or man can remain indifferent to the Soweto massacres, to the death

camps, to the beheadings and hangings in Zimbabwe and Namibia.



Confronted by the masses' continuous revolt, the colonialists and

racists are striving to extend their internal conflicts to all neigh

bouring countries, in order to deflect attention from the essence of

the conflict. We therefore witness a multiplication Qf subversive

acts, border violations, provocations and aggression. The colonialists

and racists intensify the arms race and lately, try to step up into the

stage of the atomic arms race.

Wi8~ ing to maintain the broad massos in a sub-human condition, so that

a handful can live in a situation of incomparable privilege, the colo

nialists and racists are trying to provoke a generalised conflict, to

transform their internal conflicts into clahses between great powers.

Your presence here, the holding of this meeting is a concrete affirmation

that we are all determined not to allow the extension of the conflict, to

define it with precision. The situation in Zimbabwe, the situation in

Namibia are colonial situations. Colonialism is condemned by the whole

of Humanity, by all member countries of the United Nations Organisation,

it constitutes the most serious for~ of violation of the People's right

to choose their destiny, it represents the most violent fo-rm of aggression

against the rights of man.

We are me8ting so that together we m'Jy find the fastest and most

8fficient means of definitely liquid8tir.g coloncilaism in Zimbaqwe and

Namibia. We are meoting in order to Find the fastest and most efficient

means of totally tr8nsferring all powers of soveriegnty and their exer

cise to the only legitimate owners of those powers: the people of

Zimbabwe i31l9. Nc;;nibi8. The United Nations Charter and the Rc.solutions

which guido us ar8 clear, n~r mission is to liquidate colonialism and

racism. Inordcr to fir.d the just solutions we must clarify some funda-
l mental po ints.



Over and above.specifis ~isto~~cai. 8Jpects, in Zimbabwe and Namibia

we are faced with tlJp:,cul GoJ.ollial situations. In Zimbabwe and

N'emibia colonial ciomj.n:;ticm Cilj opprEF'siorl c6u:3ed the people to take

u~ arms for thei:, lib2"':'T:ir:FL HI'.:": LLI,,;:; 7.he o:1ly al tarnativ8 left to

them. The p8oplo hnL~ ·co r::i lOGS" t'~! CLdOUl c;\fing as a consequence of

colonial opp-ressioll E,rid t.akjll:t!:~ i1:.'m~ in order to live in freedom and

dignity"

r-We feel it is ItJl'ong to t-::;lk of pr:ciceflJ

war. We must r53·::'::; ·lcall\, ~lE::P~( ·::hc m02rlS--
hen there already is

d to the war. To---
put an end to 0 wor m20GS to 81imin(]~8 the causes of the war. Practical..
experience has dmonGt~~tE~ that 8 colonial war can only end in one of twa

ways: the mili t~JT~1 ,i2r'~~)t of thr; colonial forces or the colonial forces 1

acceptElnce of' .triO jl(;;][llG':3 L'i.ght to their total und complete independence.

The s(.!ccesses of t:le arrilc.:,i rit;l'~gu.J.f!. i 0 Zimbabwe und r~2mibia, combined- -with the politic31 and diplomatic action of the international community
-and particularly the Uni ted r~CJtiOl13 orqanisetion and t he Organisation

.. of African Uni tv have m<::de tl1p. GCllonialists 2WcHG of the inelti tubili tV-
of their defeut in L.~mboL':,!c '-'if r: l~cmibiEL This hem created favourable

•

....
successful 2 neootia7.ed settl 1ment t;8mands tha~ the representations

of the colonial forces r'.11J.y U CGflt the rigJlt to total ':1nd ct;JmpletD

independence of ZimbatlJ £; ar.d l\~u;,11 t·iFJ in full territorial inte9.ri ty.

Some positivG steps have been tuken in this direction. Nevortheless

import~nt obstacles still exist.

Of late. we BAR ,,,; tb aprpbAosjon, that certa; D fqrc!O's, f'l thouoh decluring-their 8cceptaoc Q Of th~ pr~n€ipl~ of jodSQppdDnce are trving to annul it

h through guerantees to be conceded to minorities; Trying to understand 

the nature of these minorities, we find that we are not dealing with any

national minorities. In fact what is happening is a subtle manoeuvre:-to define minorities exclusinvely on the basis of skin COl pur. The

minorities being presented at Whites.

In almost all United Nations mDmber states there are citizens of the

most varied ethnic origins. We find millions of citizens who belong

to ethnic and racial groups different from the majority of the popu

lation. Nevertheless they are citizens live everyone else ~nd they arE

not treated 8S a minority. The appearance in those countries of citizens

of different races and colours results from the historical evolution 5nd

form the economic and social development of those countries.



------------------------------------------~

In all African, Asian, Latin Amorican countires, in all countries whish

have been subjected to colonial domination, settlers existed. Sett18rs

are the direct result of colonial domination. They are foreigners, who

for different reasons related to the colonial phenomenon, ca~e to in

habit the cominated territory. Thoy ore settlers and not a national

minority, they are foreigners who live in the territory. With the

accession to independence of the dominated territory, some of these

foreigners, some of those settlers, wishing to be integrated in the new

country bEcame national citizens. They are not 3 minorwty, they are-ci tizens like the others, wi thout 8ny privileges or discrimioation. -This

is the historical experience of all colonised countries.

We see no reason why the settlers of Rhodesia or Namibia should be treated

other"'; SR.. To do so is an attempt to preserve colonialism. ,To do so is-
~ ~

to maintain in the country a category of citizens, very small in number

but with sufficient power to block a decision of the vast majority of-
the population. To propose such Cl sql!1tion to a country which has just..
lived through the horrors and hatreds of 2 coioniQI war is to'sow the

seeds of Cl serious conflect in tho first hours of independence. uur'

;reoccupation is th8t ~ll, regardless of race or colour, be citi;;ns~-

,3 f i :.~ ~ : ~ . f ~ \~.. :. J ••
; •• ,:.. "1 , .- ,I; ,.r.J ': r ;cn~::

community end strengthen national unity.

The experience of negotiations in all countries which were colonised is

" that negotiations take placi between the representatives of'the patriotic

forces and the colonial power. The colonial power represents the interest~

of the settlers and the patriotic forces represent the interests of the

masses. , ,

We see in the negotiationG which have been t3king place both on Zimbabwe

and on Namibia, a violation of this principle, a violation which has led
" ,

the negotiations to failure.
I ,< '. I 'I'



Ln t::.~-:-~I.:,.~ ,In Zitnbabwe the'serttlersrefusE to he' represented by ths ·'coltlnial power

on j .: L:~i • ,-,;;or alitf'w-ish!' fa: prese:nt themoel ves as' a thtr'd force~ 'S inc£:l:l-they; tannot claim

. rL' ',.' ·to:.represen't the. inte.rests·- of the 'manses which they,'masBBcre; and the

patriotic farces which they fight. These are the settlers,whose number

decreases daily, according to statistics, ·thes8 are the settlers whose

vast majority has a second nationality, who effectively behave BS

foreigners and, as in the experience of all colonial countries thend to

loave the country after independence, these are the settlers who have

repeatedly been responsible for the failure of all negotiations. The

mistake is to regard them as the fundamental and decisive interlocutor,

the mistake is to allow a tiny group of privileged foreigners the power

to create obstacles to the implem2ntations of the interests of the

majori ty.

In Namibia we are surprised to se8 talks of settlers' parties and their

puppets. Everybody knows who is fighting for Namibia's independence •

. Everybody knows who is imprisoned, deported, murdered in Namibia for

demanding independence. Because the sacrifice of the Black people of

Namibia, the struggle of the oppressed and humiliated of Namibia forced

South African colonialists to accept the principle of independence, to

day, the privileged Whites of Namibia use their parties, which main

tained coloni~l domination, to be represented as an interested party in

the libeTEtion of the country, when in fact they represent the force

which hinders the liberation of the country. This state of affairs

prevents a fruitful discussion b,etween the patriotic farces rep resented

by SWAPO and colonialism.

We are told that in Namibia the main stumbling black to a negotiatod

solution is the existence of only one nationalist movement - SWAPO -

and we are told that one movement alone cannot claim to represent the

interests of all the people. Simultaneously we are told that in Zimbabwe

the lack of unity creates an obstacle to the discussions, the difficulty

is the existence of many nationalist movements.

It would be convenient to use some logic to know the real obsta~le to

national independence. The only obstacle to national independence is

colonialism.



The manoouvres preventing the success of negotiated solutions to the

.colonial wars in Rhodes~a and Namibia have been given decisive support

by some Western circles and powers.

The United Nations have repeatedly donounced and condemnded foreign inQ

vestments in colonial territories. On Great Britain's request the United

Nations' Security Council decreed sanctions against the British colony

of Southern Rhodesia.

These sanctions have been fully implemented by the People's Republic of

Mozambique, by the Repuplic of Z2mbia and by many other countries, with

heavy sacrific8s to their economy. We nevertheless see. that they are

openly and systematically broken by other United Nations member states

including Western members of the Security Council. Many arguments are

presented in defence of. these violations.

We are told that the paralysation of economic activities would be

detrimental main~y to the Black population. We are told that the pursuit

of those economic activities in no way contributes towards the pursuit of

the colonial wars. These same countries which violate sanctions, during

the Second World War took drastic measures to isolate completely the

fascist powers; they dealt heavy reprisals against companies which dered

to trade with the fascist powers, they confiscated those companies' assets,

arrested, tried and condemned those who were responsible •. In the defence

and in the name of freedom those c untries rightly built upa legal arsenal

of repression against those who dared collaborate with the fascist oppres-
•

sors. If today those same countries refuse to undertake severe measures

against those who collaborate to strsog+bpQ +bp potpntial of the fascists,

colonialists and racists of Southern Africa, it is surely because sordid

interests have made them join sides with the inhuman camp against which

they formerly fought.



-------- ~--

It equally surprises us that citizens of WestErn countries members of

the United Nations, citizens of Western countries members of the Security

Council, are freely recruited as morconarios for the rebel forces of

Rhodesia. Once again the argument is in defence of liberty and the right

·to travel. How8ver,wo believe that in no country is the right to treason,

the right to crimo taken to bo part of the democratic rights of citizens.

The countries which allows the recruitment of mercenaries to Rhodesia,

even today contain in their legislation extremely severe dispositions

against citizens who commit crimGs of treason and who collaborate with

forces hostile to the c~untry. The nan-implementation of those principles

can only mean that the fascist, racist and colonialist system has become

an ally.

A special responsibility for prolonging the conflict falls upon those

who 8upply the military means which Gnable the colonialists to continue

with the policy of internal reprGssion and colonial war and extend armed

aggression to other countries. Al though the U'li tGd Nations cl8arl.'t~

bid the sale of weapons to Southern Africa1s colonialists land racists, we
... ~~..".,.~....~~~~.:=.;-~;.:::: .....~,,:,_.~.- ~ - ~=-,.,.-:_,.~.,...-~...=-

-.§ ee a cantil~ "f'e.±ji~ent of PrEltoria 1 sand Sal isbury' s~ arsenal, We

are sure-that any r8sponslble state has ample means at its disposal to

prevent transactions 'of weapons which-, are contrary tr;J its intr.:;rests.
1 I

Therefore ·thes~pply to-wesp··ns, the supply of pateni;s fOT ma!nufa-cture,

the establishment, of. arms industries ,the establishment of industries

wrtCh can-lead io the· nuclEar armament cfcolonial and racist regimes can
I

only be interpreted os active support for the systems condemned by the
! .

Unite.d Nations.
!

l
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